
Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile White
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-CBLANC

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 1 of 35



Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C310 Black
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C310

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C318
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C318

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C321
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C321

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C3371
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C3371

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C3799
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C3799

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C415
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C415

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C433
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C433

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C436
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C436

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C444
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C444

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C471
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C471

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C519
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C519

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C550
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C550

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C554
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C554

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C600
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C600

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C603
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C603

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C666
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C666

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C699
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C699

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C725
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C725

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C738
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C738

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C740
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C740

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C798
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C798

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C814
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C814

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C816
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C816

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C820
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C820

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C823
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C823

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C840
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C840

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C890
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C890

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Tuesday 04 September, 2018

Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C900
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C900

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C907
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C907

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C915
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C915

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C938
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C938

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C972
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C972

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile C995
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-C995

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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Threads & Yarns - DMC - DMC Mouliné Étoile

DMC Mouliné Étoile Ecru
da: DMC

Modello: FILDMC-CECRU

It's not a metallic fiber and it's not traditional
stranded cotton... it looks exactly like stranded
cotton, indeed, and with the most famous cross
stitch floss it shares 8-meter skeins and 6 strands.
However, its composition makes it completely
different: 73% cotton and 27% lurex polyamide!
Thanks to this special mix the Étoile from DMC
sparkles just like the Summer's end heavens! 
Just use it as the traditional stranded cotton (they
also share the same size) and you'll see that no
knots are possible while stitching

Price: € 1.75 (incl. VAT)
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